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biography of abd al-qawi abd al-razzaq ibn ahmad ibn baqir ibn bahn al-mihiran was composed by
him in 1131. the biography focuses on his travels from fars to hijaz during reign of abd al-rasul al-tusi
(936-1029) and gives us a picture of travel conditions and culture of pre-islamic period. the various
sections include - travel, culture, religion and language. the latter is written in the form of dialogues.
tabaqat-e-nasiri-e-h.f.elias.bailey the book was written in 1438 by h.elias bailey who was interested
in publishing his book after he started research on history of india. the book consists of eight
sections namely - history of india, the author's life and important events, the historical conditions of
bengal, the religious conditions, the educational conditions, the economic conditions, political
conditions and their influence and the imperial conditions. it gives a very detailed account of the
emperor delhi and its leaders as well as of the social and religious culture during this period. it was
later published by the authority of professor naser behzad in the ten volumes titled, guzhat-ul-
makalat-e-h. f.elias bailey. the book was written by ba'illaka abd al-rahman ibn abd al-malik abu al-
faraj al-azdi (died in 1091/1272) who was author of kitab ibd al-muthaqqaf. the book talks about
social conditions, movements in islamic world, and the reign of the emperor delhi. it was written
after he wrote his famous book urwa al-wuthqa, but before he wrote his famous book mananjeb e
guzhat-ul-adab. this book is a compilation of abul khair's "al-khazin dar-i-tibb farsi" and "guzhat-ul-
kul kar-i-nasiri" and the history of india written by na'im ul-din-shah shams-ul-ulla written by the
author himself, and shaikh walad ad-din masawi's [nuzhat e urwa] works. the first two volumes were
written in farsi, and the last three were written in arabic. the book contains a number of interesting
accounts and important information about india and persian history from the viewpoint of baghdad,
although he was from a native of kohistan
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after nasiruddin mahmud, the most famous of the delhi sultans was jalaluddin khalji. siraj described
in tabaqat-e-nasiri khalji's mother being a descendant of the descendants of muhammad bin
tughluq. therefore, he had studied about the ghaznavid system. siraj's family is said to be of

ghaznavid descent. khalji was the son of minhaj-us-siraj. so he was the only son of his father and the
first-born son of minhaj-us-siraj. his mother was the daughter of muhammad bin tughluq. as khwaja
shams-ud-din, imam-i-puran, was his grandson, he was the grandson of minhaj-us-siraj. when buying

a house, one of the issues that needs to be looked into is the private plane of the buyers. in this
article, different forms of assistance have been brought out in relation to the purchase of the house.
in this article, there is analysis of the different forms of assistance in relation to the purchasing of the

house, and the article comes up with the conclusion that the form of assistance provided to the
buyer for the house should be decided upon several factors of the buyer's family. furthermore, the

author also analyses the fact that there are two forms of assistance provided to a buyer for the
purchase of a house, when the buyer is an individual or a family. it is on the basis of these factors,
the author finally analyses which form of assistance the buyer will get and which form of assistance
the family will get. 1. when his family became poor he couldn't find any job, such that he had to take
any job as a daily wage laborer. when he used to work as a mechanic and got a chance to install a

heater in a private house he used to get money and with that money he bought gold and silver
coins. also while handling the money the stove broke and the money had to be exchanged for a new

stove. 5ec8ef588b
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